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Sunex Tools set out to make an 
impact in the automotive 
repair industry.

1980s
Sunex had become a trusted name
to automotive pros.

1984
Sunex lauched the flagship line 
of Impact Sockets.

2005
Sunex brought time-tested quality 
to the international market.

2011
Sunex blazed their trail into the
industrial arena. IMPACT SOCKETS

More  CONTROL
LESS  EFFORT
Sunex has been making Impact Sockets since 1984 and 
we design them with the highest torque in mind. Because 
of this our impact sockets are ready to handle your 
toughest jobs and backed by a lifetime warranty.

Provides the strength and 
flexibility to handle high torque 
impact tools.

CR-MO STEEL

Quickly aligns fastener to socket.
CHAMFERED OPENING

RADIUS CORNER DESIGN
Reduces wear and increases 
torque on fasteners by placing 
force on fastener walls rather 
than fastener corners.
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UNIQUE RATCHET DESIGN
80 tooth low profile ratchet 
allows for access into tight 
areas by providing a smaller arc 
swing during rotation.

AVAILABLE IN SETS

UNIQUE HANDLE
A unique ratchet handle 
designed by the working 
professional for better comfort 
during daily jobs.

Red and Blue high visibility 
markings allow for easy 
and fast identification 
of each socket.s.

Radiused corner design on 
the sockets allows for 
almost total torque to the flat 
of the fastener instead 
of the corners..

Sockets feature chamfered 
ends that quickly guide the 
fastener into the socket.
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30080

1889

1/4", 3/8", and 1/2" 
Drive Master Chrome 
Socket Set 89-Piece.

More  chrome  @  Sunextools.com



KNUSA
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KNBETTY

FIXED BLADE
Fixed blade, full tang design 
for added strength.

Black oxide finished stainless 
steel blade for rust resistance.

High quality, dark leather 
sheath to protect the blade 
with Tire Technician Betty 
embossed on the front.

“3.15" Long, Traditional Edge 
Sheep Point Blade.”

Sunex Pocket Knife featuring 
Military styled Day of the Dead 
Artwork by David Lozeau.

Sunex Pocket Knife featuring 
Military styled Day of the Dead 
Artwork by David Lozeau.

“4.5" Long, Traditional Edge 
Drop Point Blade.”

Spring assisted folding 
knife with a rapid 
one handed blade 
deployment.

Black oxide surface 
treatment of blade 
provides great 
corrosion resistance for 
long term use.

Black oxide surface 
treatment of blade 
provides great 
corrosion resistance for 
long term use.

Spring assisted folding 
knife with a rapid 
one handed blade 
deployment.
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Slip joint jaw allows for a quick 
adjustment from 
2-1/4" to 4-3/4"..

Double jointed jaw provides 90 
degree pivoting to allow the 
user to remove even the most 
awkwardly positioned oil filters. 

Serrated long nose design 
provides a better grip when 
pulling and lopping wire. 

Strips 10-22 AWG wire. 

Built-in 8-32 and 6-32 
screw cutters.

Cross-Hatched teeth gives a 
stronger grip.

Induction hardened wire cutter 
stays sharp longer.

High leverage jaw and long 
handles provide more cutting 
power with ease of use. 

30° offset head for closer 
cuts.

360704V

3710V

3620

3625

screwdrivers

QUICK REFERENCE ON 
HANDLE END

MATTE FINISH TO RESIST 
FLAKING AND ABRASIONS

VAPOR BLASTED TIP FOR 
ENHANCED DURABILITY

OVER MOLDED HANDLE FOR 
USER COMFORT

1112SS

NUT DRIVER

PHILLIPS

TORX

SLOTTED
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15° offset box end to provide 
clearance when in use.

Radius Corners to grip the 
flat sides of the fastener and 
prevent round-off.

RADIUSED CORNERS
Radius V-Groove design 
improves the grip 
on fasteners.

Fully polished to eliminate 
oil and grease build up.

UNIQUE WRENCH DESIGN
Accurate to ±3% clockwise 
and ±6% counterclockwise.

High quality internal 
components for 
professional performance.

Desired torque is signaled by audible 
click and impulse.

Includes certificate of calibration.

48 tooth
ratcheting mechanism 20250

9917MA

torque wrench
Sunex also has you 
covered in the tightest 
of spaces with our 
S-Style and half-moon 
wrench styles.



Get lIt
With Sunex Tools
Introducing a new line of rechargeable lights 
to meet your darkest needs.

1000 Lumen Round COB LED 
light for maximum brightness.

Durable magnetic handle for hands free use.

IP68 rating allows the light to be 
submerged in water for up to 30 minutes.

300 degree flexible arm allows you to 
direct the light where you need it. 

400 lumen Styled COB LED light.

Magnetic rear and base allows 
for mounting of the light in 
multiple locations.

360 degree stainless steel 
rotating hook for handsfree 
convience.

IP54 rating protects the light 
against splashed water.

300 lumen SMD LED Strip.

Strong magnet at the bottom of the light for a 
hands-free use. 

200 degree swivel arm allows the user to 
direct the light where needed.

IP54 rating protects the light against 
splashed water.

1000 lumen SMD Square LED 
light.

Light extends up to 68" to fit 
most hood sizes.

End clamps rotate 360 degrees.

IP65 rating protects the light 
against water.

REDLUH
REDLSWIVEL

REDLFLOOD

REDLLOGO

360˚

200˚

300˚

360˚
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Lifting

Rapid-Rise (TM) Technology with 
dual pump pistons for fast saddle 
rise to load.

Upgraded power unit includes long 
lasting, high performance seals 
and hydraulic fluid.

Low profile, long reach frame 
provides access to 
hard-to-reach lift points.

Steel construction provides 
strength, stability, and 
effortless maneuverability.

Ultra-Low height at 2.75" ideal for 
sports cars, exotic cars and vehicles 
with flat tires.

Upgraded Uni-Weld constructed 
power unit includes high performance 
seals and oil for long life.

Rapid Rise Technology with dual 
pump pistons reach max height in 
under 5 handle pumps.

Telescopic handle extends for 
leverage while raising the vehicle.

Rapid rise technology with dual pump 
pistons reach max height in under 5 
handle pumps.

Lightweight for easy transport.

TM

3 TON LOW RIDER

1.75 TON ROADSTER

6603LP

66175FASJ

66035SJ

3.5 TON STEEL



FULLY WELDED
Fully welded based for 
superior durability.

BOTTLE JACKS

Air/hydraulic assist powers jack to lift 
up to 10  tons of weight.

Heavy gauge steel side plates 
prevent twisting.

Front wheels with roller bearings 
and ball bearing mounted rear caster 
wheels provide stability and easy 
maneuverability.

Low profile long reach jack allows 
access to hard to reach lift points.

Full air actuation raises and lowers the 
ram with simple turn of variable speed 
control knob.

Springless ram design eliminates 
weathering, rusting, and damage of 
spring and spring retainers.

Heavy duty Jacks

ALUMINUM AIR PUMP
Aluminum air pump piston for 
extended product life.

FLASH CHROME RAM
Flash chrome ram resist rust 
and oxidation..

6614

6855

10 TON AIR/HYDRAULIC

55 TON AIR/HYDRAULIC

50  TON
4450

30  TON
4430

20  TON
4420

12  TON
4412

8  TON
4408

6 TON
4406

50  TON
4450

4  TON
4404

2  TON
4402



6 DRAWER SLIDE TOP CARTS
Stainless steel work surface 
that slides and folds open for 
additional top storage.

Protective edge bumpers absorb 
damage that can be caused by 
vehicles and other large heavy 
items in the workplace. 

6 full length, latching drawers 
for added strength 
and durability. 

Built in integrated power strip 
for power tools and charging 
items in the workplace. 

8035XTFD

Matching, adjustable height work staions
NEON WORK TABLES

6 drawers latching drawers and locking lid
PREMIUM NEON CARTS

8019OR & 8019LG

8057XTOR & 8057XTLG

carts

PROTECTIVE EDGE BUMPERS ABSORB 
DAMAGE TO THE CART AND VECHICLES.

LOCKING DRAWERS AND HINGED LID FOR 
SECURITY AND PEACE OF MIND. 

This line of limited release carts 
feature vintage style pin-up girls 

created by in-house designers 
to ensure each personality is as 

unique as the color.



Protective edge bumpers 
absorb damage to the 
cart and vechicles.

Locking drawers and
hinged lid for security 
and peace of mind.

Complete your garage 
or shop with a 
Got Your Six fridge.

8057XTDLGYS

SUN32DLGYS SUN17DLGYS

Chilling military artwork from 
renowned Day of the Dead artist 
David Lozeau. The Got Your Six 
theme pays tribute to our brother 
and sisters in arms that fight every 
day for our freedom.

Our popular Sunex orange tool carts taken to the 
next level with True Timber's iconic Kanati print 

wrapped across the drawers.

The Kanati series expands to 
fridges and other Sunex shop 
accessories. Check out our 
website for more products.
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1/4" DIE GRINDER
Full 1 HP motor to power 
through the toughest jobs.

Erickson industrial collet to 
secure accessories under 
high torque.

Composite handle for 
lightweight control.

1/2" IMPACT 
WRENCH
Forged steel twin hammer 
impact mechanism designed for 
increased durability.

Composite body provides a 
lightweight and durable design.

Handle exhaust directs air 
away from user.

20 TON HYDRAULIC 
SHOP PRESS
Snap off blade breaks 
away cleanly.

Includes 3 piece punch kit, 
bed plates, and bearing shield.

SUNEX TRACTOR SEAT
Air cylinder for easy height adjustment.

Heavy duty, chrome finished casters 
with rubber tread for ease of mobility.

air tools

shop

For more products, exciting news and where to buy 
Sunex Tools, follow us on social media 
and visit our website.

Check us out @
Sunextools.com

SX4350

SX5210

8514

5720

t-shirts, hoodies, hats and more 

@shop.sunextools.com
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